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SUMMARY

The role of the SPIDR catnlission on QJalifications
if; to examine the
question of qualifications
of mediators and arbitrators.
]~tablished
by the
Board of the Society of Professionals
in Dispute Resolution, the Commission is
C'aT1lX>Sed
of individuals
representing a broad variety of ba(~kgrounds and
exper ience.
While the recommendations may have general a~?licabili
ty, the
primary focus of the Commission's irquiry has been on thOSE~areas of
alternative
dispute resolution in which legislatures
and o1:her public bcxJies
are now seeking to establish criteria
that define who can !;erve as a mediator
or arbitrator.
The Commission's recommendations have been approved by the
SPlffi Board.
The Irost ca1m)nly discussed pu~ses
of setting criteria
for individuals
to practice as neutrals are:
1) to protect the consumer and 2) to protect the
integr i ty of var ious dispute resolution processes.
Concerl.1Salso have been
raised, particularly
about mandatory standards or certifia~tion,
including:
1) creating inawropriate
barriers to entry into the field,
thus, 2) hampering
the innovative quality of the profession, and 3) limiting
1the broad
dissanination
of ~ac5naking skills
in society.
Perhaps the IroSt pragmatic
reason for SPIDR to address the issue of ~lifications
is that minbnwn
requirements for neutral practice already are being set by legislative,
judicial,
and administrative
bodies.
As a leading profess:ional association of
neutrals in all fields,
SPIDRhas a substantial
degree of t~rtise
on which
these bodies can draw.
In detenmining how best to promote oampetence and qlli~li ty in the
practice of dispute resolution,
the Commission considered :3everal policy
options.
These included reliance on the free market, disc:losure requirarents,
public and cons~r
education, "after the fact" controls Sl11chas malpractice
actions,
rosters, ethical codes, mandatory standards for neutrals and for
programs, and improvarents in training,
including enhanced opportunities
forawrenticeships.

The nenbers of the Carmission wish to thank the Nati,onal Institute
for
Dispute Resolution for its generous support, which made the work of the
COmmission possible, and the many nenbers of SPIDRand representatives
of
other organizations who contributed their ideas in writing,
through
discussions at c~hapter and other ~tings,
and through direct CXImD.1nication
with CaTlnission nenbers.

A.
B.
c.
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After weighing these options, the Commission adopted three central
principles,
which recogniz~ the need to strike an appropriate balance between
canpeting concerns:
that 00 siI'Kjle entity
organizations)
stnlld

(ratrer,
a variety of
establish qualifications

for

neutrals:
that ~ greater ~ cEgree of dX>ire the IBrties
over ~ digplte resolutioo pr~,
program or
Ieltral,
~ less 1IBI¥3atorythe qualificatioo
r~irelEnts
sl'nlld re; am
that qualification

~rfo~,
M:>Simle

criteria

rather than ~r

stOlld

have

~ based on

cr~tials.

&1titv.

This principle
recognizes
that the knowledge and techniques
needed to
practice
competently
may vary by context,
process,
issue, or institutional
setting
and that the establishment
of uniform criteria
for all neutrals
could
restr ict the development of different
approaches to dispute
resolution
and
narrow entry into the field.
Therefore,
no single entity
should be relied
on
to certify
general dispute
resolution
competence.
Moreover, entities
seeking
to establish
criteria
should be guided by groups that include
representatives
of consumers and experts
in the field.

l8Jree

of O¥:>ire.

This pr inciple rests on the assumption that the need for protection
against incompetence rises as the parties I ability
to protect themselves by
freely choosing or rejecting
particular
dispute resolution processes, programs
or neutrals diminishes.
As a consequence, SPlffi recam'en&;:
1.
When parties
have free choice
of the process,
program
and neutral
no standards
or qualifications
should
be established
that would prevent
any
person
from providing
dispute
resolution
services,
as long as there
is full
disclosure
of the neutral's
relevant
training
and experienL~,
the fees and
expenses
to be charged,
and any financial
or personal
interest
or prior
relationship
with the parties
that might affect
the neutral's
~rtiality.

2.
Where public or private entities
operate programs that offer no
choice of process, program or neutral, an appropriate public entity should set
standards or qualifications
for such programs and for neutrals,
in accordance
wi th the principles
set forth in this Report and make such standards and
qualifications
available to the parties.
3.
Whenparties have same, but not a oamplete, choice of process,
program or neutral, each program offering such services s~~ld establish clear

1.
2.
3.
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selection and evaluation criteria
and make such information available to the
parties,
together with its rules governing confidentiality,
the means by which
catlplaints
may be lodged, and all relevant "full disclosure"
information
concerning the neutral selected for the particular
case.
Perfo~Based

()Jalifications.

'n1e CaIlnission has found no evidence that formal accidemic degrees, which
obviously lirnat entry into the dispute resolution field,
are necessary to
competent performance as a neutral.
'n1ere is impressive evidence that
individuals
lacking such credentials m3.ke excellent dispu1:e resolvers and that
well designed training programs, which stress the specifi(~ skills
and
techniques of mediation and arbitration,
are of critical
bmportance in
attaining
competence. As a consequence, SPlOO recal1I'ends:
Olalifications

based on performance.

Academic degrees should not be a prerequisite
for service as a neutral.
Rather, qualification
criteria,
whether nEndated by public: bodies or adopted
voluntarily
by private agencies, should be based on performance, emphasizing
the knowledge and particular
skills
necessary for competent practice.

Perfornance-based testinq.
Policy makers should adopt mediation and arbitration
performance
criteria,
such as those set forth in the body of this Report, and, to the
max~
extent possible, incorporate performance-based testing into training
and apprenticeship programs.
()..Ialifications

for trainers.

To enhance the ~lity
of training
for neutrals, those offering
such
training
should establish ~lifications
for their trainers,
which emphasize
knONledge of and canpetency to practice in the area for which the training
is
offered, the ability
to teach others, and the ability
to evaluate the
performance of others in simulated settings.

4.

Continuina education.

To ensure continued canpetency in this new and changing field,
dispute
resolution programs, entities
that sponsor neutrals, and the neutrals
themselves have a continuing obligation to maintain and improve acquired
knowledge and skills
through additional
training,
practic~,
and study.

IMPI.E}4ENrAT1{E

Although a good deal of ~rk in this area ranains t:o be done, much is
nC7ttl
kn~.
That knC7ttlledgeand experience is IIDre than sufficient
for the
Camlission and SPloo. to recamend firmly that legislatures,
judicial
systems,

4

administrative
agencies and other public bodies use the principles
of this
Report to guide their development of qualifications
and standards for
neutrals.
SPIDR s~larly
urges that public and private organizations
employing or listing
neutrals use the principles
to guide and shape their

policies

and practice.

SPIDR also asks that other organizations,
ix>th public and private,
in a oontinuing national effort to:
(1) implarent these recamlendations,
while (2) fostering
further development of practical
perfo~ce-based
criteria
in different
sectors and (3) ensuring adherence to agreed-upon
standards through the design of appropr iate enforcarent mechanisms.

join
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PRIOCIPLES WI'IH DISCUSSlOO

I .INIKD:

rrIOO

At the annual conference in New York in October 1987 of the Society of
Professionals
in Dispute Resolution, George Nicolau, then President of SPIDR,
proposed the formation of a commission on Qualifications.
The SPIDR Board of
Directors charged the commission with examining the question of qualifications
of neutrals
(including mediators, arbitrators,
and arnbudspeople) and approved
the following mission statement:
The COmmissionIs role is to examine the question of qualifications
[neutrals] .Established
by the Board of the Society of Professionals
Dispute Resolution, the COmmission is composed of individuals
representing a broad variety of backgrounds and experience.

of
in

In that examination, the COmmission intends to solicit
the broadest
cross-section
of views on this subject, including those of SPIDR's
membership, other organizations involved with or interested
in dispute
resolution and the users of dispute resolution services.
The catnlission' s recamendations will be subject to awroval by the
SPIDR Board. While the recamlendations may have general awlicability,
the pr irnary focus of the Commission's inquiry will be on those areas of
alternative
dispute resolution in which legislatures
and other public
bodies are now seeking to establish criteria
that define who can serve
as a mediator or arbitrator.
Linda R. Singer, Executive Director of the Center for Dispute Settlement
in washington, D.C., serves as Chair of the COmmission. The members of the
Commission are:
Gail Bingham, Vice-President,
Program on Environmental
Dispute Resolution, The Conservation Foundation; Daniel P. Dozier III, Clean
Si tes, Inc., and former Legal Counsel, Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Service; William Hartgering, Vice-President,
Endispute Inc.; Patrick Phear,
President,
Family Mediation Associates; Frank E. A. sander, Professor, Harvard
Law School; Margaret L. Shaw, Director,
Institute
of Judicial Administration,
Inc.; Lamont E. Stallworth,
Labor Arbitrator
and Professor, Institute
of
Industrial
Relations, Loyola University of Chicago; and Paul Wahrhaftig,
President, Conflict Resolution Center, Inc. Michael K. Lewis, Senior Advisor
to the National Institute
for Dispute Resolution, and George Nicolau, former
President of SPIDR, serve as ex officio
members of the COmmission.
This report summarizes information about current public policy
developments shaping the dispute resolution field and presents a set of
pr inciples
that SPIDR recommends for the consideration of policy makers as
guidance in making their decisions.
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The most commonly discussed purposes of setting criteria
for individuals
to practice as neutrals are:
1) to protect the consumer and 2) to protect the
integrity
of various dispute resolution processes.
Many policy makers and
professionals
in the field' are concerned about individuals
with little
information about or skill
in dispute resolution
sinply "hanging out a
shingle" and offering
to nmiate or arbitrate
anyone's dispute.
Further,
concerns are being raised about poorly trained and inexperienced neutrals
offering
training
to others.
The risks are several --the
interests of
parties may be hanDed by incompetent practice and the public's
understanding
of what it means to request specific dispute resolution services may became
confused, leading to public dissatisfaction
with the field and claims that
mediation and arbitration
are merely a form of second class justice.
Proposals
to establish
qualifications
for neutrals
also raise
considerable
controversy,
however.
Same of the reaction
appears to be anxiety
among members of a profession
newly faced with regulation.
Many substantive
concerns also have been raised,
particularly
about mandatory standards
or
certification,
including:
1) creating
inappropriate
barriers
to entry into
the field,
thus, 2) hampering the innovative
quality
of the profession,
and 3)
l~
ting the broad dissemination
of peacemaking skills
in society.
Even many
of those who are persuaded that there is a need for same mandatory standards
are concerned that it may not be possible
yet to define and measure
CXJ1'Ipetence.

Perhaps the most pragmatic reason for SPIDR to address the issue of
~lifications
is that minLmumrequirements for neutral practice already are
being set by legislative,
judicial,
and administrative
bodies.'
As a leading
professional
association of neutrals in all fields,
SPIDR has a substantial
degree of expertise on which these bodies can draw.
Although current developments in legislating
qualifications
most
frequently apply to disputes referred by courts, these developments are likely
to shape the practice of dispute resolution in all sectors.
With so many
I

As of the end of 1988, at least

35 states and the District

of

Columbia had adopted same type of statutory authority
for mediation.
At least
nine states had adopted ~rehensive
statutes to define and to encourage the
developTent. of "alternative"
dispute resolution methods. At least 21 states
provide for mediation of labor disputes, usually by state boards of mediation.
At least ten states have statutes specifically
addressing mediation of family
disputes, including issues of divorce, separation, child custody, and
visitation
rights.
Individual
states authorize or require the use of
mediation in other specific types of dispute --for
example, foreclosure
by
lenders against farm property and the siting of hazardous waste facilities.
Among the states that have legislated,
by statute or court rule,
qualifications
for practice as a neutral are California,
Florida,
Iowa,
Michigan, Minnesota, tEw York, Q{lahana, Texas, Virginia,
and Wisconsin.

B.
G.
F.
I.
J.
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statutory
or court-ordered requirements in place, avoidance of the issue is no
longer an option.
Rather, the question is what are the most appropr iate and
useful ways to achieve the I~bjecti ves of policy makers who are concerned about
ensuring ~lified
practice,
without the negative consequences of limiting
the

field.

III .m:.Icr

<PrI(H;

There is no single
Am:>ngthe options are:

A.

way to promote quality

in any professional

practice.

free market
disclosure

requirements

c.

publici consumereducation

D.

"after

E.

rosters

the fact"

controls,

such as malpractice

lawsuits

voluntary standards
codes of professional ethics

H.

mandatory standards for neutrals

mandatory standards for programs
bmprovements

in

training

for

neutrals,

including

apprenticeship

programs
A.

Free narket.

Classically,
in the "free market" consumers of a service select any
provider they wish, with nci regulation of consumer or provider.
This
situation
can be found in much labor arbitration
practice and in the mediation
of same family, oammercial, and environmental disputes.
Based on this
experience, some assert that the free market is sufficient
to ensure ~lity
of practice because the parties will continue to select only those who have
provided competent service.

B.

Disclosure reouiranents.

A concern raised about the "free market" approach is that many parties,
particularly
those who do not use dispute resolution services on a regular
basis, do not have access to ~lete
information about practicing
neutrals.
Thus, these parties cannot make the infonmed choice on which the advantages of
the free market depend. Consequently, same suggest that disclosure
requirements would make a significant
contribution
to consumer protection.
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Decisions
about what information
should be disclosed,
however, unavoidably
depend on one's views about what attributes
are relevant
to competentpractice.

An example of mandatory disclosure is Minnesota Is Civil Mediation Act,
which provides that any person performing mediation services pursuant to the
act must provide potential parties with a written statement of qualifications,
education, and training before oammencingmediation.
Failure to do so is a
petty misdemeanor.
C.

Public/consumer

education.

Reliance on informed choice also assumes that parties will consider what
characteristics
of a neutral will serve their best interests.
Although same
parties are experienced in how dispute resolution processes and neutrals
function,
others are not.
Samepublic and private agencies consider it their
responsibility
to conduct educational programs for potential
parties or to
raise questions to help them think through the ~lications
of a variety of
options.
For example, the Massachusetts Council on Family ~iation
provides
potential
clients with a list of useful questions and a range of possible
answers.
D.

"After

the fact"

controls.

e.o.

malDractice

lawsuits.

The threat of malpractice lawsuits is one method of increasing the
likelihood
that individuals
in any profession will practice in a competent
manner. Few malpractice cases have been filed against neutrals to date and
few professional
standards exist against which to judge whether a particular
individual
has been guilty of malpractice in a given situation.
The
increasing tendency to formulate standards of practice may have growing
~lications
for malpractice actions.
The collection
of information about consumer dissatisfaction
(such as
the system used by Better Business Bureaus) also may provide incentives that
prarote quality.

E.

Rosters.

An increasingly
cammonmeans for encouraging the use of dispute
resolution
services is to establish "rosters"
through which {:arties can obtain
the services of a neutral.
A roster differs
from a dispute resolution program
in that the neutrals listed on a roster provide services independently of the
organization
maintaining the roster.
Although organizations
that ~ile
rosters vary in the anount of screening that they do, nDst stand behind the
competence of the individuals
included on their rosters.
Examples of rosters
are the lists maintained by the Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Service and
the American Arbitration
Association.
Typically,
the parties are given same choice in the selection of names
fram a roster.
The initial
Ctloice to use a roster to obtain a neutral also is
usually voluntary.
~
sugge~st that a roster awroach can make it easier for

9

parties to find ~lified
neutrals by drawing on the expertise
organization
that compiled the roster.

of the

Whether consciously or not, organizations putting together rosters use a
set of criteria
to screen who is ~lified,
because someone must decide (and
therefore lbmit) who gets on the roster in the first place.
Obviously, same
rosters apply less restrictive
criteria
than others; but usually the less
restrictive
the roster the longer the list;
and the longer the list the more
likely
that the effective
screening in any particular
case will be done by an
administrator
who selects fram the roster a panel of names fram which the
parties actually choose. An exception is that the FMCSasks the parties in
each case for their screening choices fram a set of standard criteria,.
then
uses a computerized system with a randam number generator to select the panel
of names fram those who meet the parties'
criteria.

F.

Voluntary standards.

Various professional
organizations,
such as the National Academy of
Arbitrators,
have adopted their (7,qJ'lform of standards through their nenbership
criteria.
Another ~le
is the Academy of Family Mediators, which has
established detailed nenbership requirements and criteria
to accredit
mediators and trainers.
Neutrals participate
in these organizations voluntarily;
if they choose not to do so they are not barred fram practice.
If
the standards of the organization are explicit,
well publicized,
and seen as
desirable by consumers, however, the consumers' preference for neutrals
~ssessing
the "credential"
of nenbership in that organization may serve to
increase the use of neutrals with those ~lifications.

G. Codes of professional ethics.
One form of voluntary standards is a code of ethics, such as the ccxie
developed by the Society of Professionals
in Dispute Resolution.
Parties have
the opportunity to know more about, and possibly value the qualities
of,
neutrals subscribing to a code of ethics.

H.

Mandatory standards for neutrals.

Same suggest that specific standards should be set for who should be
allowed to practice as a neutral,
in part because parties often do not have a
free choice of the neutral providing a dispute resolution service.
Among
those who hold this view there are differences about what criteria
are good
measures of competent practice.
The most oomrnonpattern to date is for states
to require degrees earned in related professions,
such as law, social work or
counseling.
The specific degrees required vary.
Recent regulations
promulgated by the Florida Supreme Court, for ~le,
limit court-referred
family mediators to those with one of the following credentials:
a master I s
degree in social work, mental health, behavioral or social sciences;
psychiatrists;
attorneys; and certified
public accountants.
Same states include training requirements~ one incoqporates experience.
In same states, such as Florida, a minbnum number of hours of court-approved
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1.

Mandatorystandards for Droorarns.

Arguably, many public and private dispute resolution programs have de
facto standards of practice.
Mediation agencies such as the Federal Mediation
and Conciliation
Service, state mediation agencies, court-run disput~
resolution programs, and private arbitration
programs such as the Better
Business Bureau all set standards for people they hire or use asvolunteers.
A few state statutes establish mandatory standards for programs. Under
New York's CaTnnlnity Dispute Resolution Centers program, for example, a Chief
Administrator
of the Courts provides supervision of approved centers.
To be
eligible,
a center must follow prescribed guidelines,
which include providing
services at nominal or no cost, not accepting specified criminal disputes for
resolution,
and providing mediators who have received at least 25 hours of
training
in conflict
resolution techniques.
Same dispute resolution programs maintain a working relationship
with a
list of neutrals not in their direct ~loy.
Whenparties came to such a
program for dispute resolution services, the program provides the services
through a neutral on its list.
These services may be offered on either a paid
or volunteer basis.
These programs have either ~licit
or de facto standards
for the neutrals with wham they work.
Same suggest that setting criteria
for programs offering dispute
resolution
services, rather than criteria
for individual
neutrals, ~ght be an
effective
way to ensure quality of dispute resolution services without
l~ting
the entry of individual
neutrals into the field.
Rule 703 under the
Magnusen Moss Consumer Product warranty Act, for example, regulates the scope
of issues that a program can decide, the timetable of decisions, the training
of neutrals,
funding of services, and recordkeeping.

2

A statutorily

authorized

scherre recently

adopted in Ner.-1
South

wales relies on a s~lar
~~tence-based
scherre for certifying
mediators and
programs.
(Community Justice Centres Act, 1983, No. 127, assented to 20th
September 1983, Ner.-1
South wales Legislative
Council and Legislative
Assembly.)

A.
B.
c.
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J .InIDrov~nts

in trainina

for neutrals.

Regardless of whether any limitations
on entry are established,
a strong
case can be made for requiring continuing training and evaluation of dispute
resolution
skills.
One good way of achieving that objective is to apprentice
new practitioners
to rore exr:erienced ones. Both court-based and camumity
mediation services use such schemes routinely.
IV .Hmi::

IPLES

There is no single answer to what constitutes
a qualified
neutral or
which of the policy options described is appropriate to ensure that those who
practice are qualified
to do so. SPlm r~nds
the follCMing centralprinciples:
that 00 sirwJle entity
establish
qualifications

(ratrer,
a variety
for Ieltralsi

of organizations)

stnlld

that tre greater the degree of d¥>ire tre parties have over tre
di8plte resolutim
process, prCXJran or I'£Utral, tre less ~tory
stDlld re tre qualification
r~ralents;
am

that qualification
criteria
than ~r
credentials .
A.

&> sioole
1-2.

stnlld

be resed on IX!rformance, rather

entity.

Clearly,

the dispute

resolution

field

is a diverse

one.

Even

though there are same skills
that are basic, the knowledge and techniques
required to practice competently may vary by context, by process, by issue, or
by institutional
setting.
Different criteria
also may be relevant to bindingarbitration,
non-binding

opinions),

arbitration,

mediation

(where neutrals

do not give

and anbudsmanry.

Skills may need to differ
in situations
with differing
dynamics. Same
disputes are between individuals;
others are between organizations;
still
others are within an institution
or agency. Samedisputes involve two
parties;
others involve many. Samedisputes may be more polarized than
others; in some cases there may be the threat of violence.
In same disputes
the parties have never met before and are not likely to meet again; in others
the parties have an ongoing relationship.
Samedisputes involve parties who
are knowledgeable, exper ienced negotiators;
others do not; still
others
involve amateurs negotiating with professional advocates. Samedisputes are
private matters; others must be resolved in the limelight of politics
or litigation
It
private
sector.

may be Vffiportant
body to establish
Such unifonnity

to avoid policies
that would allow
anyone
public
or
unifonn
criteria
for all
neutrals,
even for a single
could
restrict
the development
of different
dispute

Pl.
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resolution
approaches and, if misused,
to particular
social
or ethnic groups.
Thus,

could

close

the ranks

of the profession

SPIDR recam1ends:

~re
criteria for detenni~
InininJm (=-,,~~t~
in different
oontexts are ~ranted,
they sI:n1ld re establistm by a variety of
a~ies
~rkifKJ in ~
oontexts. ~ sifKJle entity stnlld re
relied on to rertify ~ral
diS{:Ute resolution (=-,,~~teIX:2.
Public ~
private entities
lIBki~ jL~l1ts
atxxIt awrq>riate
qualifications
stnlld re guided by grOO{:sthat irelucE
representatives
of OOI1S\BiErsof tre servi~
~
iOOividt~ls
with
~rtise
in alternative
displte resolution pr~ses,
as ~ll
as
representatives
of the 5{X)nsoriJ:M1
lxxiy.

B.

I8Jree of dX>ire.

3.
In same cases parties voluntarily
agree on a dispute resolution
process and a mutually acceptable neutral.
Although SPIDR encourages public
and private dispute resolution programs to provide parties with the greatest
possible choice of both process and neutral, the actual degree of choice
afforded in different
circumstances varies considerably.
The Commission has
identified
three categories of relative choice by the parties:

a.

independent neutrals offering services to the public through
a free market, or public or private institutions
in which
parties have full choice of process, program and neutral;

b.

public or pr i vate institutions
in Which parties
choice of same, but not all, of the following:
program and neutral; and

have a
process,

c.

public or private institutions
in which parties
choice of process, program or neutral.

have no

If one of the puqposes of efforts to ensure competent practice is to
protect the consumer, different
approaches may be appropr iate depending on the
degree of freedom or ability
that the parties have to choose and thus to
protect thalSel ves. Thus, SPIOOrecam-ends:

~ extent to Widl qualificatialS
for Ieltrals are marmted
stn1ld vary by tre degree of dX>ire tre parties have ~r
tre
diSplte resolutioo pr~s,
tre prCXJranoffer~
displte
resolutioo servi~,
arki tre Ieltral.
~ greater tre degree of
dX>ire, tre less narmtory stn1ld re tre r~reEnts
.

P4.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
9.
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~ s~ds
or qualifications
stnlld t:e r~red
that '4«Xlld
prevent any ~rsoo fran prCNidirWJdi8plte resolutioo servi~,
~
Iarties have free dX>i~ of the pr~,
pr~an,
~
iMi vidual Ieltral,
prCNided that the Iarties are given a~s
the foll~
infomation atxxIt the Ieltral:

to

prior trainiI'KJ aI¥i ~ri~
relevant to tlM! diSplte
resolutioo servi~
to ~ prCNi<Bi;
~rsonal

aOOjor previoos txJSiness relationshi{:s

with the

parties :
all financial
case;

all

interests

that

may have any bearirKj

on tre

fees am eX{:eI1sesd:'Jarged;

any cxx)e of ethics, sum as SPIm Is Ethical S~ds
of
Professional Resp:>l1Sibili ty, to whim the Ieltral
~res;

~rsonal bias whim, if j~
~d
affect the imi vidual's
pr ior disciplinary

by an oojective starmrd,
~rfo~
as a Ieltral;
ar¥i

action by any professioo.

5.
In practice,
SPIDR recognizes that the parties have varying
degrees of freedom to choose among dispute resolution processes, programs, and
neutrals.
Numerous circumstances exist in which parties are required to
participate
in mediation or arbitration.
Even where the parties came
voluntarily
to a particular
program, such as a neighborhood justice center
they may be assigned a particular
mediator or arbitrator
or l~ted
in the
scope of issues to be negotiated or decided.
Without intending to ~ly
that
such assignment necessarily leads to more poorly qualified
neutrals,
SPIDR
believes that lack of choice by the parties creates a greater reason for
concern about consumer protection and, therefore, a greater need for public
scrutiny of the criteria
used to select these neutrals.
Where parties
have no choice of process,
more difficulty
protecting
themselves against

situation

exists

where parties

are required

program or neutral,
incompetent neutrals.

to go to mediation

they have
This

or arbitration

a.
b.
d.
c.
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6.
Finally,
where the parties have a choice of same --but
not all -of the elements of process, program, or neutral, the elucidation of a general
standard to govern qualifications
is difficult.
SPIDR's reoQrnmendedapproach
is to require programs offering dispute resolution services to disclose their
selection criteria
but not to tell them what criteria
they should use. Thus,
when the parties have same, but not ~lete,
choice of process, program, or
neutral,
SPIDR recamlends:

It is the resIXJnSibility of ~lic
am private prCXJraDS
offer~
diSplte resolution services to defioo clearly the servires ~
provide, to establish clear criteria for sel~
intervelX>rs am
evaluat~
interveoor ~rfoIDBnce, to cxxWct ~riOOic ~fo~
evaluations, am to offer tre follCM~ information atxxIt the
prCXJram
am tre neutral(s) to parties:
the criteria

used for selecting

rules ~rniIW1
the reItral's
displte

~

evaluatiIXJ neutrals;

ax1fi~tiality;
prior training aIn ~ri~

resolution

services

relevant to the

to be provided;

any ~sonal or previaJS lx1Siness relatiooshi{:s
nay have had wi th ~ parties;

the ~tral

f.
e.
h.
i.9.
P7.
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any financial

~~

interest

on the case;

of the I'eltral

that may have a

fees d1arged, if any;
any axE of ethics, sum as SPIIR Is Ethical Starmrds of
Professiooal Resp:>l1Sibility, to whim tre Ieltral
adheres;

its ~laint

~sn;

am

~rsonal or pr(XJranmatic bias, Widl, if j~
by an
oojective starmrd, ~d
affect ~ iOOividual's
~rfo~
as a neutral.
C .Fer

f Ormal1re-based aual i fica t ions.

The question of what criteria
should be used for measuring competence is
relevant,
whether the approach to ensur ing competence is disclosure of
relevant information by the neutral, disclosure by programs of their criteria
for selecting and evaluating neutrals, or mandated public standards regulating

dispute resolution practice.
7.
The m:)st camDn requirarent that has been imposed by state
legislatures
to date is the possession of an advanced degree from same related
profession or discipline,
such as law or mental health.
The Commission knows
of no evidence that formal degrees are necessary to competent performance as a
neutral.
Indeed, there is impressive evidence that same individuals
who do
not possess these credentials make excellent dispute resolvers.
Furthermore,
the requirarent of a graduate degree in any discipline
clearly creates a
significant
barrier to the entry of many competent individuals
into the
profession.
Thus, SPIDRrecommends:
~l~
aa}Uired in ootai~
varioos degrees can re useful in
the practire of diSplte resolutioo.
At this tilE aId for tie
fores..."'eable future, ~r,
00 sudt c"Egree in itself
ensures
c~~~t~
as a neutral.
FurtherllDre, r~rirKJ
a degree ~d
foreclcse alternative
avenues of dBIa1StratirKJ diSplte resolutioo
c~:ii"(:~t~.
COI~ently,
00 cEgree stxxlld re oonsidered a
prer~si
te for servire as a Ieltral.
8-10. SPIDR believes that performance criteria
(such as neutrality,
demonstrated knowledge of relevant practices and procedures, ability
to listen
and understand, and ability
to write a considered opinion for arbitrators)
are
more useful and appropriate in setting ~lifications
to practice than is the
manner in which one achieves those criteria
(such as formal degrees, training,
or exper ience) .Thus,
SPIDR reCXlrll'ends:

P9.
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TrainiJ'K;Jcan be extralely
resolutioo.
It is ~
relevant skills .

useful in the practire

i1fp:)rtant ~y

for neutrals

of di8plte
to aaIUire

Any r8;lUirelents ~miI'M1
wi¥:>can practire as a neutral stnlld
~ b;:I~~ on ~rfo~.
In establishirMJ r8;lUirelents, any
rertifyiI'M1 txxlies or ~ies
DBintainiI'KJ rooters or lists of
"~ab1e"
neutrals stnlld eIIi1asize ~ ~l~
am skills
~9a.ry
for ~tent
practi~,
oot ~ educatioo or o~r
IEttm by Widl an iOOividual aa;{Uirei ~ ~l~
or skills.
01e goal of establi~
staIx3ards stnIld re to ~rage
am
iI¥::rease ~
diversity
of practiciI'Kj Ieltrals.
CooSBlllently,
sta.mrds
stnIld re scrutinized
carefully
to avoid ~
exclusion
of gr~
~~"1edon rare, sex, age, haOOicap, nationality,
religion,
or sexual prefer~.
11.
Clearly,
if performance criteria
are preferred to educational
degrees, it is ~rtant
to identify and measure the characteristics
and
capabilities
that deteDmine competence. While recognizing the difficulty
of
the task, the COmmission believes that it is possible to test for competence
and well worth the effort it entails.3
If performance can be evaluated, the
way in which an individual
achieves the necessary level of performance need
not be a barr ier to practice.
Performance-based testing is relatively
new to dispute resolution
but
not to other skills
(those of athletes and pilots,
for ~le).
To do it
well can be tiIre consuming, expensive, and subject to human error.
'n1us, it
may not currently be feasible to expect all organizations or programs to rely
on .~ctual performance measures. As an alternative,
experience can be a useful
screening tool to identify
those who can mediate or arbitrate
and those who
would benefit fram further training.
Criteria
such as the amount and
diversity
of prior dispute resolution experience, the ~lexity
of previous
cases handled, and the amount and diversity
of experience as a negotiator
in
similar cases all may be useful.
well designed training and apprenticeship
programs, with significant
personal observation and feedback, also may be able
to provide an equivalent of competency testing.
In addition,
neutrals may
improve their performance by seeking feedback fram clients.
SPIDR recognizes that the inclusion or exclusion of particular
performance criteria
may depend on differing
theories of dispute resolution.
SPIDR recommends the following criteria
as a starting point, based on current
knowledge and practice,
but encourages further discussion within the field:

3 Although additional
work .clearly is needed in this area, perhaps on
a s,ector-by-sector
basis, initial
exper iences with performance-based testing
in court and camumity-based nediation programs have been encouraging.
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TrainiI'KJ can re extralely
resolutial.
relevant

It
skills

is

~

useful
iJIIX>rtant

in the practire
EY

for

IB.ltrals

of diSPlte
to acquire

.

Any r~r~ts
~mil'kJ
wi¥:>can practiCE as a Ieltral
stnIld
re ~~
on ~rfo~.
In establishirMJ r~r~ts,
any
CErtityil'kJ txxlies or ~ies
maintainil'kJ rc:sters or lists of
IlaCXEptable" Ieltrals
stnIld BIP1asize ~ ~l~
arMi skills
~9a-ry
for CXJlt:etent practiCE, oot ~ education or o~r
~tlm
by wdl
an iOOi vidual acquiroo ~
~leciJe
or skills.
<k1e~
of establi~
starmrds stnIld re to en£n1rage am
iIv::rease tre diversity
of practic~
IBltrals.
~lently,
starmrds stnIld re scrutinized carefuli y to avoid tre exclusion
of gr~
bri-,-c:ed
on r~,
sex, age, haI¥ticap, nationality,
religion,
or sexual prefer~.
11.
Clearly,
if perfonnance criteria
are preferred to educational
degrees, it is ~rtant
to identify and measure the characteristics
and
capabilities
that detenmine competence. While recognizing the difficulty
of
the task, the COmmission believes that it is possible to test for competence
and well worth the effort it entails.3
If performance can be evaluated, the
way in which an individual
achieves the necessary level of perfonnance need
not be a barrier to practice.
Performance-based testing is relatively
new to dispute resolution
but
not to other skills
(those of athletes and pilots,
for ~le).
To do it
well can be tin'e consuming, expensive, and subject to human error.
Thus, it
may not currently be feasible to expect all organizations or programs to rely
on actual performance measures. As an alternative,
experience can be a useful
screening tool to identify
those who can mediate or arbitrate
and those who
would benefit from further training.
Criteria
such as the amount and
diversity
of prior dispute resolution experience, the ~lexity
of previous
cases handled, and the amount and diversity
of experience as a negotiator
in
simdlar cases all may be useful.
well designed training and apprenticeship
programs, with significant
personal observation and feedback, also may be able
to provide an equivalent of competency testing.
In addition,
neutrals may
~rove
their performance by seeking feedback from clients.
SPIDR recognizes that the inclusion or exclusion of particular
perfonnance criteria
may depend on differing
theories of dispute resolution.
SPIDR recarnmends the following criteria
as a starting point, based on current
knowledge and practice,
but encourages further discussion within the field:

3 Although additional
work 'clearly is needed in this area, perhaps on
a sector-by-sector
basis, initial
exper iences with performance-based testing
in court and camumity-based ~iation
programs have been encouraging.
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~licy
makers setti~
staImrds
for ~
wtX) may practire as a
neutral, prCXJrans develq>ing their CMI1criteria
for the neutrals
they aIploy or include on rosters , ~
organizatioos determining
relevant information to disclose to parties stnlld oonsider the
follCMi~
{:erformance criteria:
Skills

~ry

for ~tent

as a neutralinclu&:

I:erfo~

General
(a)

ability

(b)

ability
to analyze proolers,. identify
ar¥i
SefBrate ~
issues involved, ar¥i frCBE these
issues for resolution or decision making;

(c)

ability
to use clear, neutral lar~
in
SJ;eakifXJaM (if written ~iniCX1S are r~red)
in writiJXj;

(d)

to listen

actively;

sensitivity

to strOfkJly felt

diSpltants,

iocludiI'Kj ~r,

all tural

values of the

ethnic, am

differ~:

(e)

ability

to deal with (XIIplex factual

(f)

pr~
and persistence,
i.e.,
an overt
mlmitDent to ]:x)nesty, dignified
behavior,
respect for the IBrties,
and an ability
to
create and naintain CX)Iltrol of a diverse groop
of diSpltants;

(9)

ability
to identify am to SeIBrate the
IeItral'
s ~rsooal values frail issues ur¥3er
oonsideration;
am

(h)

ability

to \lr¥3erstaOO~r

naterials;

L~]~~.

Fbr nmiation
(a)

ability
am ~

to ~rstaOO ~ negotiatiI'KJ pr~
role of advcx=acy;

(b)

ability

to earn trust aM maintain

aa:eptabilitYi
(c)

ability
to (X)r1vert parties'
aOO interests;

(d)

ability

p::sitia1S

to screen oot ~~able

into ~

issues;
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ability

to telp parties

to invent

creative

~ia1S;
(f)

ability to relp ~ parties i<Entify pr~ip1es
am criteria that will guic:k! ~ir
~isioo
mak~;

(9)

ability
to help IBrties ~~~S
set tleEnt
al temati ves :
ability
to help tre parties
infomei dK>i~:
a.n

ability
agr~t

treir

Bake treir

to ~p parties as-9ffi-S~trer
can be iJII)lBlented.

IDlCMI1

treir

b.
c.
d.
f.
e.
P12.
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For arbitratioo
(a)

ability

to lIBke cEcisions:

(b)

ability

to run a ~~;

(c)

ability

to distinguish

(d)

ability

to write

KlXMl~
of the partiall;a.r
used ~ludes :

(2)

facts fran ~inia1S;

reasaBi
di5plte

am

C4>iniCX1S.
resolution

pr~

f4:lDiliarity
the di5plte

with existing stalmrds
of practire
resolutioo pr~;
am

familiarity

with cx:JIm)n1y~tered

ethical

beirM3
(X)Vering
dil~~.

KIXMledgeof the r~
of available di~te
resolutioo
pr~~,
so that, ~re awrq>riate, cases can re referred
to a m:>resuitable pr~;
~ledge
of the insti tutiooa.l
arooe am will be settled;

CX>Iltext in whim the diSPlte

In nmiation,
klX:Mledge of the pr~
that will re usOO to
resolve ~ diSplte if 00 agr~t
is readm,
sud1 as
jOOicial or adninistrative
adjOOication or arbitration;

R1ere parties' legal rights am ratmies are involvei,
awar~
of the legal stardards that ~d
re awlicable
the case ~re taken to a cx:.lrt or other legal fortin; am

9-

Mher~

if

to ethical staI'kiards.

12.
The Commission does not believe that practice as an advocate
necessarily disqualifies
an individual
from serving as a neutral.
Indeed,
such experience can be a useful way of acquiring same of the skills
identified
above. Consequently, SPIDRr~nds:
Practire as an advocate stDlld oot, on its CMn, di~ify
any
iOOividual fraIl qualification
to practire as a neutral.
~r,
iOOividt~ls practiciI'X] as adV(x=ates have a duty to disclooe that
fact to the t:arties.
13.
Reliance on performance-based criteria
for establishing
competence
(whether that be done through disclosure,
voluntary memberships in certifying
associations,
mandatory standards, or other methods) ~lies
that, once

a.
b.
c.
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tEutrals,
ooligation
a<iiitiona.l

prCXJr~,
~
entities
SIX:>I1SOril'XJ~trals
to axltinue
to iuprove ~trals
I ~t~
trainil'XJ,
study ~
practire.

have an
thralgh

PrCXJram or servi~
offerifKj training for ~tral
practiti~rs
stnIld establish clearly artirolated
qualificatioos
for treir
trairers.
Sud1 qualificatioos
stnIld ~~
tre follCMifKj

criteria:
tre qualifications
r~ired
to practire
area for Widl tre trainirM1 is offered;

the ability

to CXImI.micateclearly:

the ability
to evaluate
sinlJlatoo situations.

the ~rfo~

as a ISltral

in tre

am
of others

~rkiI¥J

in

Trai~rs
5tn1ld prCNide awr~riate
feedbadc to ooth tre trai~
~
tre staff of tre prCXJramor servire for Wid} tre tr~
prCXJramis cxxWcted.
r..a,ere traini~
is required as a axnition
of practirer
prCXJraIS
have an ooligation
to ensure that trere is ~te
tr~
to
~t
prCXJramgoals ~
sufficient
evaluation of tre I:erfo~
ability
of ead1 il:¥lividual trai~
to I:ermit screeniJ'Y;J.
V .IMP!

.F.MENrATI CN

In those instances in which this report recommends actions by public
bodies, the Society of Professionals
in Dispute Resolution recommends that
legislators,
courts, and administrative
agencies use these principles
to guide
the development of standards concerning qualifications
for neutrals.
SPIDR
also urges that public and private organizations that employ neutrals or
include them in rosters use the principles
to guide their policies.
In addition,
SPIDR recognizes the need for a continuing national effort
to develop more detailed information on qualifications
applicable to different
groups of neutrals --using
different
processes, in disputes involving
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different
work also

issues,
and working
is needed to develop

performance-based
criteria
enforcement mechanisms.

both

SPIDR
public

looks
forward
and private,

in a var iety of institutional
settings.
feasible
methods for ~lementation
of

in different

to working
toward
the

sectors

and to design

with
colleagues
bmplementation

of

Further

appropriate

in other
organizations,
these
reoarnmendations.
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